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Intermediate status of the KÖMMERLING Better World Stiftung fundraising campaign
for Ukraine
Dear all,
Two weeks after the start of our humanitarian fundraising campaign, we can see continued a
very positive development and draw a positive interim status, which we are happy to share
with you again.
As of March 16, 2022, our so-called donation clock has risen to a total of 303,318.40 Euros.
We have also collected a lot of donations last week, procured further relief supplies and
loaded them.
The third transport arrived in Ukraine with two trucks from our Berlin location on Tuesday
(March 15).
We have continued to receive large donations in the five-digit range from our customers and
market partners. The donations generally come from very different directions.
Many thanks also to our printing partner Kern GmbH from Bexbach, who printed flyers and
posters for our campaign free of charge.
An equally great campaign came from our partner company from the window industry, Ventana Deutschland GmbH, whose employees collected donations. The already proud sum was
then rounded up by the company to 5,000 Euros. This is lived partnership and solidarity.
We would like to thank all donors for the steady increase! This is sensational and a huge motivation for us to keep it up!
And we would also like to take this opportunity to say a big thank you to the many helpers!
Whether on site, on the road or with the colleagues at our locations, who are so committed in
addition to their working hours.
Thanks to our Ukrainian colleagues, we know the situation and the needs on site and have the
logistical network to enable deliveries directly to Ukraine.
We are still happy to accept monetary and material donations in order to organize further
transports to Ukraine. One hundred percent of the funds go to their intended purpose, the
foundation does not incur any costs because it uses the employees and the infrastructure of
the company profine.
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Here is more information about the donations:
https://www.koemmerling-better-world.com/en/ukraine/
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We would like to thank everyone for their support so far and would be happy to keep you up to
date on the development of the humanitarian effort.
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